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After reviewing the literature on Dupuytren’s contracture, two basic facts are evident: (1) ignorance of the cause of the contracture, (2) lack of statistical surgical experience in the entity. This paper is an attempt to break through these two barriers.

With no intention of replowing the field of facts known to most plastic surgeons, it is well to remember that the contracture was probably first mentioned by Felix Plater207 (1614) and that “crispatura tendinum” of “manus apostolicus” was attributed to disease of the palmar fascia by Henry Cline (1808) and Sir Ashley Cooper55 (1822) before Baron Guillaume Dupuytren’s famous lecture on December 5, 1831. Veritable chaos in pathology ensued and the cause thought to be fibromata of the palmar fascia,100, 235, 308, 350 chronic inflammation with residual scar formation,15 sarcomata without malignancy,155 fibroplasia-like keloids or desmoids141 and progress of hematoma from microtrauma.284 Although Richter282 and Chevrot235 first attempted histology, Langhans185 described the typical changes, especially around the vascular adventitia. Krogius179 observed the distinction between new and old connective tissue. Iklé149 pointed out the multifocal origin. Abbe1 and others drew attention to nervous influence. San Martino294, 295 considered small vessel involvement.

The relative success of trial and error surgical procedures, in proportion to the disability produced by the contracture, can explain the limited statistics. Many skin incisions allow different approaches and solve the surface defects. However, the pathology is underlying. Subcutaneous division of the bands was introduced by Cooper,55 open incision by Dupuytren,16 band excision by Kocher,176 “total” fasciectomy by Lexer,202 nodulectomy by Routier289 and extended band excision termed “limited fasciectomy” by Hamlin.125 These procedures have been subsequently reported by many, and perhaps in our day McIndoe has most contributed to the popularity of radical excision, Hueston to the limited, and Luck to blind fasciotomy. Blocking of the stellate ganglion was pioneered by Keen.166

There are milestones in the literature and in this century mention must be made of the scholarly contributions of Coenen,48 Kanavel and associates,100 Meyerding and associates232-236 and Skoog.308

We have performed three basic studies on the only real material for investigation: the human patient. The product of this work and other observations in our experience have combined to form a theory that has been applied in
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practice. We are now able to report on the results achieved in surgery with this development.

Associated Conditions

Our incidences of sex (78 per cent male, 22 per cent female), age (from 17 to 77 years, average 52) and finger involvement were similar to previous compilations. Possibly associated conditions have been sought in the heart and mediastinum, the nervous system, “fibroplastic diatesis,” the lower cervical spine, the sole and the penis.

We found diabetes in 3 per cent of these patients. Routine heart and EKG examinations were also in keeping with age group findings. This is in contrast to Kehl and others, who relate association with cardiac infarct. We have not observed a high proportion among epileptics, as have Lund and Skoog. We screened 500 and found no Dupuytren. Six per cent of our operated group were epileptic. Rheumatic tendency was frequent, but can usually be established preoperatively and after care planned accordingly. Eighty-six per cent of our cases had osteoarthrosis of the lower cervical spine. Knuckle pads appeared often, but we observed no relation to type of contracture, progress of the disease or postoperative course. Keloids have not occurred in our operated cases. Eight per cent also had plantar retraction. So-called Ledderhose's disease is different from palmar retraction in distribution and progress. The variations are possibly in keeping with general foot pathology as compared with the hand, but our experience is too limited to be conclusive. In this series only 2 had induratio penis plastica. Peyronie is not a clinically defined entity, as Dupuytren's contracture. In our two urologic services, of 52 cases classified as Peyronie, only 2 also had palmar contracture. We consider Peyronie's disease to be a coincidental and not an associated condition.

Monkey Experiments and Traumatic Dupuytren

Excellent studies have been done by Skoog, Larsen and Posch, and Larsen, Takagieschi and Posch, who have stretched monkey fascia and report equal microscopic observation to Dupuytren's contracture. They infer traumatic etiopathology. There are two flaws in this reasoning: (1) To establish Dupuytren there must be contracture. They have been unable to reproduce it in monkeys. (2) Their microscopic observations do not make a diagnosis, including hemosiderin deposits. We have seen palmar nodules appear in cases of attrition of the hand, which do not produce a contracture and gradually disappear in the course of years. In these, and in retractile and hypertrophic scars that cross a flexion crease in the palm, the microfindings have resembled, but both were obviously not, Dupuytren's contracture.

We have had three unequivocal cases of post-traumatic Dupuytren's contracture. Two were after oblique wounds in the palm, the third followed a crush injury. The other hand was normal in all cases. These contractures characteristically progressed to 30° to 40° in 3 months, commenced with trauma and were painful and tender. Surgical excision was eventually satis-
factory, but the postoperative course was very slow and pain continued for many months.

Wounds on Dupuytren's contractures established and in progress have systematically been observed to hasten the course of the disease. This is especially important to avoid inadequate surgery. It is here that microtrauma, such as passive stretching, can trigger retraction.

ULNAR ARTERY INVESTIGATION

During surgery, we soon observed that the ulnar artery was very irregular. So an arteriographic study was performed on 40 hands. The outstanding finding was a similar abnormality in 39 cases. This has been designed for a usual ring finger contracture and compared with the normal (fig. 1). The ulnar artery was dilated, tortuous and delayed with relation to the radial. Marked hypothenar collateral circulation occurred. Digital arteries were abnormal. X-rays taken at the moment the arteries were filling illustrate variations in different types, as compared to a normal hand (figs. 2, 3). The exception to this rule was a total "stop" of the ulnar artery (fig. 3.D). Comparison is shown with a normal case (fig. 4). That this abnormality is prior to contracture is strongly suggested by three observations: (1) it appears equally and symmetrically in a patient with a minimal nodule in one hand and a marked contracture in the other; (2) after fasciectomy, the image persists (it has been observed up to 3 years) although all tissues were soft in the operated palm; (3) in one unilateral case, we took x-rays on the sound side and also found the typical design. One year later contracture appeared in this sound side.

Angiocinematography was performed in a similar manner and the motion studied picture by picture. The dye normally reached the hand, but suddenly

![Fig. 1. A, a normal hand. B, a Dupuytren, showing the "snake," altered digital rami, and hypothenar collateral circulation.](image)
paused at the "snake" for several seconds. This is a real index of sluggish circulation at this point.

In all these studies radial arteries and branches have been entirely within normal limits. Technical faults and interpretation have been carefully analyzed to sieve out only positive data.
FIG. 3. A, ring finger contracture; the hypothenar network is filled last. B, contracture of the last three fingers. C, ring and little finger bands; marked hypothenar circulation. D, severe little finger contracture; "stop" of the ulnar artery in the palm.

An interesting observation was the pale wave sign. On injecting the radiopaque medium above the elbow, blood supply was blocked in both forearm arteries and the hand became a livid white. A hyperemic wave appeared with returning circulation and progressed in the wake of subsiding paleness. At a
given moment, and lasting for 2 sec., the diseased palm was outlined in white on a deep red background. This outline was more exact than palpation in limiting the pathology. The value of this sign is to: (1) control that both radial and ulnar arteries have filled simultaneously; (2) time the precise moment for taking x-rays, which can be calculated by watching the “wave” progress.

Circulation of the palm has been studied by injecting liquid plastic (Markee and Wray) and with radiopaque medium (Conway and Stark). These studies were in dead hands, but enhance the following points: (1) over 30 per cent of the blood volume is in the central palm; (2) the mid-palm has the least circulation (“mesopatamia”); (3) circulation in the palm is concentrated into two networks: subpapillary and subdermal.

Microscopically, we have observed that these two networks fuse at the distal palmar crease in normal hands (fig. 5). This is the point of least blood supply in the palm and exposed to maximum movement. In Dupuytren’s contracture there is interruption of the deep network and development of the superficial from this point distally (fig. 5).

Briefly: we have found an abnormality of the ulnar artery in all cases of Dupuytren’s contracture producing a delayed and sluggish circulation and this appears to precede the contracture. The point of maximum abnormality is where the artery crosses the distal flexion crease. The radial arteries and branches and the venous return flow were normal.
ULNAR NERVE STUDY

While operating, we noticed that in contractures involving the last three fingers, the collateral branches of the ulnar nerve frequently also supplied these three fingers. Many times, on examining the nerves more carefully, anastomotic fibers were seen going obliquely from the ulnar to the medial branches in the palm and not inversely. So examination by blocking the ulnar nerve at the elbow was carried out on 42 hands with Dupuytren's contracture. Both anesthetic and anhydrotic areas have been mapped out: loss of sensation has been lined and loss of sweat dotted (figs. 6-9). Results varied with regard to sensation and were not conclusive, but the outstanding finding was that trophic ulnar nerve supply (tested by sweating) was regionally exactly that of the diseased fascia, including atypical cases, in 100 per cent of these patients. This was even true in contractures of the thumb and index finger. On blocking the ulnar nerve, these areas did not sweat, i.e., anastomotic fibers from the ulnar to the medial supplied these regions of contracture.

We wish to call attention to the "atrophic skin triangle:" usually seen in the distal palm. The vertex of the triangle in a nodule, localized in the distal flexion crease. The triangle spreads in a fan shape distally. There is frequently a history of pain or disaesthesia and if examined early and carefully, it is usually tender. Sebaceous glands below the skin are microscopically normal, except for minor changes in the most advanced stages. The skin has normal corium, but is thin, hyperkeratotic, without sweat, creaseless and shrunken. The only plausible explanation is a functionally severed trophic nerve supplying the region (fig. 10A).
Fig. 6. A, (patient I. B.) ring and little finger bands with 20° retraction of both digits. 
B, symmetrical pathology. C, (J. L. P.) palmar nodule without band or retraction. D, 40° contracture of the ring finger, 20° contracture of the little finger; nodule in index ray.
E, (O. P.) 30° contracture of the ring finger, 15° of the little finger (recurrence); two nodules in the 4th ray. 
F, nodule and band with 15° retraction of the ring finger. 
G, (S. C.) retraction of the last three fingers: middle, 20°; ring, 30°; and little, 20°. 
H, practically symmetrical condition with regard to the fingers, but nodules and incipient retraction at the base of the thumb and first web are evident; note that the ulnar region of sensation also involves the last three fingers. I, (A. V.) 30° retraction of the ring and little fingers. 
J, 10° retraction of the ring and little fingers; midpalmar nodule. 
K, (S. S. C.) ring and little fingers with retractions of 60° and 30°, respectively. 
L, 30° retraction of the ring and little fingers. The natatory ligament between the middle and ring fingers is grossly involved; nodules in the midpalm and first web.

BRACHIAL Plexus EXPLORATION

Eight brachial plexi have been explored during treatment for Dupuytren's contracture. Three of these cases were associated with ulnar paralysis, which appeared coincidentally with the contracture and had been slowly progressive. One patient was an alcoholic who also had bouts of polineuritis. The ulnar picture was independent from the polineuritis, although both may be interpreted as neurolability. The other two cases with paralysis had no other nervous signs. The remaining five had only the contracture.
FIG. 7. A, (A. B.) palmar nodule. B, ring and little fingers with retractions of 60° and 30°, respectively; large nodules in palm. C, (N. P.) 30° contracture of the ring and little fingers. D, 20° retraction of the ring finger with slight retraction of the little finger. E, (L. V. V.) contracture of the last three fingers: middle, 10°; ring, 20°; and little, 20°; 4 nodules in the palm. F, contracture of the last three fingers: middle, 20°; ring, 20°; and little, 15°; 3 nodules in the palm. G, (E. M.) 30° retraction of the ring finger with bands in the web to the middle; slight little finger retraction. H, nodules in the palm with incipient ring and little finger retraction. I, (N. F.) contracture of the last three fingers: middle, 30°; ring, 50°; and little, 40°. Bands are spreading to the last phalanx of the ring finger and there are web bands with marked hypertrophy. J, symmetrical distribution of the process, but of more recent origin. Several nodules in the palm. Middle finger retraction, 15°; ring, 20°; and little, 10°. K, (O. F.) nodules in the palm, 15° retraction of the ring finger; some bands spreading to the web and middle finger. L, symmetrical condition.

After observing improvement with stellate blocking, brachial plexi were explored surgically. Approach was through a decompressive scalenotomy. In one patient, a diabetic, a rigid arteromatous subclavian artery was found pressing on the plexus and 10 cm. of the disease vessel removed. In the remaining seven cases no abnormality was observed and sympathectomy performed from C4 to D2. All cases improved, but to a varying degree. The most spectacular was a 60° ring finger retraction with a single band. Four hours after the operation the hand was red and dry and the finger could be totally extended! Other cases
improved from 20° to 40°. The effect of the sympathectomy gradually subsided and was gone 1 to 3 years later. The contracture recurred with abeyance of vasodilation and return of sweating. In three cases radical palmar fasciectomy was performed with the sympathectomy. These hands progressed exceptionally well, practically without edema and had full movement in 20 days.

The ulnar paralysis improved in all three cases, with return of sensation, active movement and trophism (muscles increased in volume, ulnar claw relaxed, sweating returned to the dry surface, fingerprint, finger volume and nail quality improved and coldness with easy cyanosis subsided).

Therefore, improvement varied. These are the only cases of Dupuytren's contracture on record so far with brachial plexus investigation, decompressive scalenotomy, sympathectomy and one excision of a diseased artery squeezing the lower trunk.

MICROSCOPIC STUDY

The microscopic picture is like examining the disaster produced by a bomb. We view the consequence, but we must search and find where the bomb was placed and how it exploded. To investigate functional pathology, sections have been cut in parallel layers, so that everything from skin to sheath was included.
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Fig. 9. A, (A. R.) 20° retraction of the little finger with a band to the ring finger. B, similar distribution, with 15° retraction of the ring and little fingers. Note that in this case, as in the left hand illustrated in figure 8, F, the ulnar area of sensation did not coincide with the pathology. C, (E. D.) severe recurrence with retraction of the index, middle, ring and little fingers 15°, 60°, 70°, and 90°, respectively. This case was operated upon 4 months ago with so-called "radical" fasciectomy. D, final band with 10° retraction of the ring finger and slight retraction of the little finger. E, (W. G.) 30° retraction of the ring finger and 20° retraction of the little finger. The middle finger is slightly contracted by a band. F, similar distribution but less contracture; 15° retraction of the ring finger and slightly less in the middle finger. G, (J. B. G.) marked little finger contracture of 60°. H, slight little finger contracture of 20° with bands to the ring finger without contracture.

Fig. 10. "Atrophic skin triangle" syndrome (fig. 10.B). Slides were stained with hematoxyline and eosine, Masson's trichromic, Gallego's, Prussian blue and silver.

Previous authors have made the following observations:
(1) Nodules are richly cellular with immature fibroblasts. They change with
Fig. 11. A, interfascicular lymphocytic infiltration. B, perivascular lymphocytic infiltration. C, hemosiderin deposits. D, edema of the Pacinian bodies.
Fig. 12. Normal sweat glands

Fig. 13. A and B, normal elastic fibers
Fig. 14A-D.
progress of the disease and are replaced by dense, mature fibrous tissue filled with collagen fibers. There is no relation between the degree of maturity and the degree of contracture. Some collagen fibers do not pass through the nodule.

1. Hypertrophy affects not only the longitudinal, but also the transverse fibers.
2. Increase in number and lumen of the subpapillary capillaries, with loss of the subdermal network (fig. 14.A).
3. Small arteries are normal at the sheath. As the vessels cross the palmar fascia, however, some are obstructed by embolism. These vessels progress toward the surface with diminished lumen due to hypertrophy of the wall, hyalinosis or sclerosis (figs. 14–15).
4. These vessels have been surrounded by lymphocytic infiltration, at time close to Paccinian corpuscles and enmeshed in nerves (fig. 16).

Seventy-four specimens were examined. When the search was complete, 76 per cent were positive for vascular disease.
Fig. 15A-C.
PATHOGENESIS

These findings tend to form a theory and we now conceive pathogenesis as follows: There is an anatomical predisposition, which produces a sluggish circulation in the ulnar artery, especially where the distal flexion crease crosses the ring finger ray. In these individuals, the precipitating factor is a vasoconstriction in the trophic region of the ulnar nerve. The stellate ganglion receives stimuli from the heart, mediastinum and central nervous system and projects them through the stellobrachial fibers to the lowest trunk of the plexus, i.e., the ulnar. This trunk is liable to suffer the influence of pressure and irritation while passing through the scaleni-first rib tunnel. The trophic fibers follow the course of the ulnar nerve and produce a vasoconstriction in the “locus minoris resistentia,” that is to say, the predisposed palm (fig. 17). This vasoconstriction, plus the slow circulation, effects some vessel that perforates the superficial palmar fascia and causes the minimal initial lesion: a small artery thrombosis (fig. 18). There is perivascular edema and infiltration that in a rigid fibrous canal (palmar fascia) immediately produces the syndrome of strangulation and forms the primitive nodule. There is compression of the trophic nerve fiber up to death and circulation is interrupted. This is subclinical (fig. 19). With the initial infiltration, a vicious circle begins: the edema can...
Fig. 16. Vessels surrounded by lymphocytic infiltration and enmeshed in nerves

Fig. 17. The course of trophic fibers producing vasoconstriction in the palm
affect other arterioles and gives rise to more regions of infiltration. This dissects the fibrous tissue along its planes of cleavage, first in the layers of the superficial palmar fascia and then in the septa that extend to bone and skin, repeating the same process over again. But the edema that breads through to soft tissue is not compressed and enters rapidly into resolution without sequel. The affected septa go fixing skin and fat. Al together, this stage may be grossly observed as a nodule in progress (fig. 20).

The edema subsides, but on being blocked in the rigid and inextensible fibrous tube it is invaded and replaced by young and immature connective tissue of richly cellular fibroblasts. Then collagen fibers develop in keeping with the plastic law, according to the stress and strain to which this tissue is submitted, and the nodule prolongs its fibers distally and proximally in the direc-

![Fig. 18 (left). A small artery thrombosis: a, skin; b, subpapillary network; c, fat; d, subdermal network; e, fascia; and f, thrombosis.](image)

![Fig. 19 (right). The primitive nodule: a, infiltration; b, fascia; c, arteriole; and d, trophic nerve fiber.](image)

![Fig. 20 (left). A nodule in progress: a, skin; and b, infiltration of fascia.](image)

![Fig. 21 (right). A nodule in progress with a band: a, skin; and b, infiltration dissecting along the fascia.](image)
tion of flexion and extension of the fingers. Clinically, this is a *nodule in progress with band* (fig. 21).

Finally, the young connective tissue becomes mature, retractile and no longer progresses. Nodules and infiltration are slowly reabsorbed. This is the *residual band*. During the process the vessels that cross the palmar fascia have become functionally severed. This is a positive delay, with development of the subpapillary vascular network in compensation. The trophic nerves are also cut and the loss of supply to the skin will produce atrophy of the superficial structures (fig. 22).

In the predisposed region, however, nodules can reappear and the process is repeated over again and the new fibrous tissue becomes fused with the old.

This theory can explain: (1) why the contracture appears only in the palm and the sole, with the characteristic distribution, for only here can the vicious circle take place; (2) hereditary traits, and symmetry, due to familial and symmetrical vascular predisposing conditions; (3) age and sex frequency, because the man between 40 and 50 years is most subject to neurovascular stress; (4) the chronic course with acute "poussés," recurrence and extension also depend on neurovascular disturbance and new foci production, depending on reinnervation, vasoconstriction, and thrombosis; (5) acute contractures, associated with Raynaud's disease and cardiac infarct, have a common precipitating origin in the stellate ganglion; (6) the spontaneous improvement in the rare cases of young patients because their youth can revascularize the region; (7) thenar and finger involvement, when local fascia acts as that of the palm to produce the vicious circle; (8) direction of the bands, in keeping with strain and stress of finger flexion-extension and transverse in the webs from intrinsic tension; (9) pain and tenderness, when the trophic nerve is suffering; (10) atrophy and loss of skin sweat, due to trophic nerve section; (11) why the subpapillary vascular network is developed by delay, permitting the extraordinary viability of the finest flaps and the excellent potential of second intention healing; (12) edema of the Pacinian bodies, due to infiltration coursing along the nerve sheath and collecting within the perineuron of the

![Fig. 22. The residual band: a, skin; b, hypertrophy of the subpapillary network; c, atrophy of fat; d, interruption of subdermal network; e, fascia; and f, physiologic amputation of both arteriole and nerve.](image-url)
corpuscles; (13) why tendon, bundle and lumbrical sheaths and the pulley are healthy, because their circulation is independent; (14) why keloids are so rare, because these two "fibroplastic" conditions are histologically different and when both appear in the same individual the clinical characteristics and progress are entirely independent; (15) the appearance of perivascular infiltration and hemosiderin deposits, as complications of thrombosis; (16) the multifocal origin; (17) why sympathetic block and chain removal are useful for reanalogizing the precapillary network and also for improving the associated ulnar conditions; (18) where and why fasciectomy should be performed; (19) the debated legal position, studied so far only with statistics. It can be defined as follows: "these individuals are predisposed to complication and when this produces a sequel (contracture) progress is speeded by repeated microtrauma (manual labor)."

SURGERY

The second point in Dupuytren's contracture is the lack of surgical statistical experience. The largest published statistics are: Luck, 206 hands; McIndoe and Beare, 200 hands; and Hueston, 166 fasciectomies. These figures are small when compared with other spheres of surgery and not enough to allow statistical conclusions. It is curious that these three largest series favor different treatments (fasciotomy, total and limited fasciectomy respectively).

Skin

Approaches through the skin have been tabled by Skoog and by Webster. Recent contributions should be added, as the finger "fillet" mentioned by Bunnell and redescribed by Conway and a vascular island flap taken from the lateral aspect of the finger and brought into the palm, by Hector Ardao. In direct access for limited excision, the staggered line has been well revised by Hueston and others. We have added yet another to the list, which associated with a Z-plasty at the palmar-digital crease after Iselin, has been performed in 128 operations (fig. 23). This approach has the advantage of easy visualization of the ulnar artery and nerve in the palm and allows excellent access to the point of maximum nerve deviation (palmar-digital crease), which is the trickiest place of dissection.

Transverse incisions have been criticized because they involve dissecting under a bridge. This is a question of technical ability and the individual case. It is permissible as long as surgery is absolutely accurate and performed always under direct vision.

No incision for the interdigital web bands (natatory ligaments) has been mentioned in the literature. These, and especially the first web, can be well approached through an ample Z-plasty to allow radical excision of the bands below.

We feel that the plastic surgeon should be competent enough to treat the skin adequately and to balance it. Choice of approach should be elective and to
suit the case. Incision principles must be rigorously kept to fall into the normal creases of the palm and the neutral lines of the fingers.

_Fascia_

Nodulectomy is unnecessary. Surgery is indicated for contracture. Excision of the band only, and fasciotomy, do not treat the pathology. Inadequate surgery can trigger progress. In blind fasciotomy there is always danger of severing a displaced nerve. These methods should be reserved only for the very occasional poor risk patient, where local anesthesia is mandatory to obtain transitory relief. In this category, it is debatable whether the operation should be performed at all. Severing the band prior to excision is pointless and only adds traumatic inflammation to the surgical site.

"Total," "complete" or "radical" fasciectomy consists of removing the superficial palmar fascia and the septa to the bone. "Limited" fasciectomy is described as excision of the band with some healthy tissue around it and septa in this region. If these two procedures are analysed more carefully, however, definition is not so clear. Where exactly do they begin and end? The fascias of the hand are so extensive and fused that radical removal can never be "total" or "complete." The superficial fascia stretches from the first to fifth metacarpal. Should all be sacrificed in the "radical" procedure? If the septa adhere not only to bone but other tissues, what exactly should be removed and what of the fingers in the radical criterium? If we are more conservative, where exactly do we stop in limited fasciectomy? These questions must be answered.

Our surgical series includes 242 hands. They have been submitted to the following procedures:

- Radical: 126
- Limited: 60
- Sympathectomy: 8 (3 with radical fasciectomy)
- Ulnar block: 51

Total 242
Over-all early results were better in limited fasciectomy, but late in radical excision. This was due to more frequent recurrence or extension or both in the first category. In the last 51 cases, however, we have changed our attitude entirely. All diseased tissue has been removed, but no more. Extent of excision has been based on the ulnar nerve test. Limit of excision has been equal to the boundary of the test. In practice this is about 1 cm. outside the grossly thickened fascia, but on microscopic examination all tissues excised were found to be diseased. Control slides taken outside this limit were normal. The amount removed varied in every case. It is important to note that excision included adjacent hypothenar fascia.

In contrast to all authors, we have never found the disease to invade the sheaths or pulley, there is a definite plane of cleavage and these structures are microscopically healthy. Septa were incised at bone level. Several authors have stated that marked flexion of the little finger is difficult to correct. We have observed that here the septa adhere grossly to the capsule and deep fascia and we have obtained good results by peeling the capsule clean and radically removing the deep fascia that has become involved, even around the interossei and abductor digiti minimi tendons.

As many authors have noted, collateral nerves were frequently displaced in the distal palm and had to be carefully dissected out under direct vision. In the finger, the bands were superficial to the neurovascular bundle and after retracting the skin flaps it was easier to incise the fibrous tissue down the midline of the finger to the sheath and separate the two fibrous borders to expose the bundles below. As these bundles may also be deviated in the finger, dissection must proceed carefully and all diseased tissue removed. Although the nerves should be completely freed of enveloping fibrous tissue, they should not be peeled clean and some vascular supply preserved. A "peeled" nerve will lose its function for an indefinite period. One collateral artery can be sacrificed without hesitation, but loss of blood supply from both volar digital arteries should be avoided. The web bands should not be removed in block, but cut straight across and both halves taken out independently. This will prevent many a damaged bundle.

After removing the fascia, we reached the all-important point: hemostasis. Control of bleeding must be absolute. If it had taken 20 min. to remove the fascia, 1 hr. was spent on obtaining hemostasis. After releasing the tourniquet and initial compression, bleeding was patiently and meticulously controlled with the finest point of the electrocautery, vessel by vessel. Ligatures have been avoided. Every lodge and crevice should be perfectly dry. Normally, lymphatics collapse easily with compression, but in the fibrous septa they remain gaping open. So each septum stump was lightly burnt along its entire length. This ensured closure of the multiple open lymphatics which travel through the septa.

In spite of this care, it was necessary to drain for 48 hr. A small drain, through a stab wound at a distance from the incision, was adequate. Good sites for the stab were the transverse palmar-digital and the longitudinal hypothenar-thenar creases.
Bandaging must provide uniform, delicate and constant pressure over the operated site. This was best achieved by a layer of cotton-wool on the skin and a molded rubber sponge over it to keep even pressure on the concavity of the palm. Attention was stressed on the palm because the fingers usually heal well with less care and may even be left outside the bandage. The bandaging should tend to straighten the fingers very gently. Passive stretching and plaster casts are useless and defeat their own purpose. Patients were kept with their hands rigorously raised up high at all times for 14 days. Two weeks postoperatively bandages and stitches were removed. A little rubber sponge was molded to continue gentle pressure on the concavity of the palm for another week. With these measures the palm should be slightly more depressed than the normal one. This sign of deep concavity of the palm is imperative throughout the postoperative period. Its absence is an indication for reopening the wound and evacuating the hematoma. Active movement started as from the 15th day, very gently at first, but progressing rapidly.

The outstanding late postoperative complications were hard edema and stiffness of the joints. In our experience, the most important aid to healing has been a good psycho-hand relationship. This is a rather immeasurable factor. It is the confidence of the patient to move his hand actively (in spite of swelling, stiffness and pain) and his determination and perseverance to continue doing so. We feel that there is a direct psychological influence on wound healing and progress, rather than merely the advantage of active movement. The most useful treatment has been frequent and long term control by the surgeon, with all the psychotherapeutic measures at his disposal (reeducation, suggestion, hypnosis). Ultrasonic wave, bubble vibrating baths, corticoid medication and stellate blocking have been the most useful local aids in the different types of wound progress. x-ray therapy (600 to 700r) has controlled most of the tiny painful skin neuromata, which appear about a month postoperatively.

Women progressed better than men. The padded, calloused and potentially arthrotic hand of the elderly laborer was usually the worst case; the delicate, thin hand of the young woman the best. The degree of postoperative edema as related to physical constitution variants, as observed by Barclay,\(^\text{21}\) holds true, but is by no means absolute and this is applicable to all hand surgery and not only to Dupuytren's contracture.

However, occasional cases progressed poorly in spite of careful local surgery and aftercare, as has been stressed by Clarkson.\(^\text{45}\) It is important to realise that the contracture is the sequel to a neurovascular disease and we are treating the sequel and not the “maladie.” We suggest that cervicodorsal sympathectomy, from C4 to D2, be considered for severe cases (recurrence and/or extension), with or without further local surgery. There is no such thing as prophylactic fasciectomy. The misnomer, “recurrence,” will depend on progress of the disease itself with new vascular channel formation, new trophic nerve pathways and further complication, rather than the type of surgery. Any type of surgery, as local trauma, can trigger a reflex.
The four group classification of McIndoe and Beare, and repeated by others with minor variations, can be useful for pigeonholing the preoperative condition, but not for progress. It is necessary to define a measurement for evaluating results. We insist that these should be established at 1 month for surgery. Progress from 30 days to 1 year will depend on the healing potential of the patient rather than surgery and later results should be recorded at 6 and 12 months. We have classified results in terms of total hand function, as follows: Good (fig. 24.A): full active movement, with nails flexing to the distal palmar crease and extending to 180°. No edema. Full use of hand. Fair (fig. 24.B): subtotal active movement, with nails spreading from midpalm to 170°. No edema. Full use of hand. Poor (fig. 24.C): fingertips extending from the heel of the palm to 160°. Slight edema. Hand not recovered, but can be used for all light duty. Bad: anything less or with complications.

Before and after these principles we had:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1 Month (%)</th>
<th>6 Months (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Fair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radical</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ulnar block, etc...</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These figures have a relative value because the severity of the cases varied, and progress of the disease was so erratic. There are too many factors in the make-up of this pathology to pin-point every patient. Also, this series is over 15 years and our technique has changed with time. However, the last group defined by ulnar block has been far superior to previous groups. A patient can now be advised that he has a 70 per cent chance of being fit for all duty in less than a month. As we have become more confident, six patients have had both hands
operated upon simultaneously and they have all been back at full work well
before the scheduled time.

Two selected cases are shown to illustrate true average results at this stage
in our work. They were both poor surgical candidates (cases 1 and 2).

SUMMARY

1. Three basic investigations have been performed. All have shown
definite new findings in Dupuytren's contracture. They were: (a) circulation
with arteriography and angiocinematography (40 hands); (b) trophic nerve
supply with ulnar block (42 hands); (c) histopathology, with serial skin to
sheath parallel sections (74 hands).

2. Eight decompressive scalenotomies (7 with sympathectomy, 1 with sub-
clavian arteriectomy) have been carried out, and results reported. They are the
only ones on record so far for the treatment of Dupuytren's contracture.

3. A theory is presented, which explains the pathology, answers the ques-
tions that have been a mystery so far and we now allow ourselves to call it a
"disease."

4. Three physical signs are described: "atrophic skin triangle," "pale wave"
and "palm concavity."

5. The largest surgical statistics published to date are presented, with the
comparative statistics between the basic methods of treatment.

6. Technical details are described, which are particular for surgery of Du-
puytren's contracture and not of other hand surgery. Two new incisions are
proposed. Definition is established where and why the fascia should be re-
moved, how this characteristic wound should be treated, and the best aftercare
in our hands. This is a localized sequel, primarily involving the palmar fascia
and septa and limited by the trophic ulnar nerve region. We believe surgical
excision should include only and all the disease tissue, neither more nor less.

7. Results are classified and the improvement we have obtained after the ap-
lication of the findings of our investigations is reported.

CONCLUSION

An initiative has been made to establish a working pathogenesis for the
"maladie de Dupuytren," which has enabled us to obtain better results in the
largest surgical series to be published so far by one team.
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CASE REPORTS

Case 1. This 56-year-old sailor had his other hand operated upon 5 years ago for a symmetrical condition. He was 2½ months before returning to work. A shows the preoperative of the second hand. It was thick, padded, and calloused and with a three-finger involvement. The equivalent of a radical excision was performed, but with the surgical details mentioned.

Fig. 1. Case 1

Fig. 2. Case 2
in the paper. B and C illustrate the result at 14 days postoperatively. At 16 days postoperatively he was doing full duty on deck.

Case 2. This 39-year-old epileptic had a bilateral involvement of both hands and they were operated upon simultaneously. He collaborated poorly in the postoperative and was afraid to use his hands. A shows the preoperative condition of the worst hand and the little finger retraction can be recognized as one of the difficult problems to correct. B and C illustrate the postoperative at 22 days and at 24 days postoperative he was typing 8 hr. a day at work.
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